Withdrawn from the Program:

Panel #  Session Cancelled (Parallel Temporalities and Contested Spaces: Travel, Translation, and the Arab Modern)

VII-15

XV-13  Session Cancelled (Ottoman Empire and the Capitalism: Capital Accumulation, Economic Policies and Colonialism)

VI-08  Shannon Hayes (presenter)

VIII-18  Sima Ghaddar (presenter)

XIV-16  Dalal Alfares (presenter)

I-09  Amin Tarzi (presenter)

V-04  Session Cancelled (Centering Archives in Islamic Intellectual History)

XII-12  Reem Alrudainy (presenter)

IV-10  Charles Joukhadar (presenter)

III-20  Session Cancelled (Ordinary People in Extraordinary Times: Lebanon’s October Revolution between “Dream” and “Reality”)

III-15  Ali Alkandari (presenter)

VI-14  Kim Shively (presenter)

II-02  Session Cancelled (A New Era in the Islamic Republic: Politics in Iran and Perceptions in Washington)

X-10  Asya R. El-Meehy (presenter)

II-10  Session Cancelled (Structuring Identity: Juridical Practice and Public Imaginaries in the Middle East)

XIII-11  Betül Aykaç (presenter)

VI-16  Ali Almajnooni, SUNY Binghamton (presenter)

XV-02  Rana Issa (discussant)

VIII-06  Session Cancelled ("I Am From There, I Am From Here": Indigenous Studies, "Placing" Palestine, and Epistemological Possibilities)

CUMES  Tatiana Rabinovitch (discussant)

V-17  Session Cancelled (The Politics of the Syrian, Lebanese, and Kurdish Revolts)

XVI-03  Mustafa Aksakal (presenter)

IX-20  Hrach Gregorian and George E. Irani (co-presenters)

XVI-20  Elizabeth Davis (presenter)

XV-16  Garrett Shuffield (presenter)

XIV-17  Moritz Schmoll (presenter)

XV-18  Mohamed Mohamed (presenter)

XVI-04  Charles L. Wilkins (presenter)

XIV-15  Gorkem Ozizmirli (presenter)

IX-12  Sinan Antoon (presenter)

Added to the Program:

Panel #

II-03  Roberta Micallef, Boston University (chair)

XI-20  Navid Fozi, Bridgewater State University Liminal Counterpublics: Diasporization of Iranian Transit Asylum Seekers in Turkey

III-15  Abdullah Al-Khonaini, Independent Researcher (chair/discussant)

XII-19  Robert D. Lee, Colorado College (chair)

XI-12  Lucia Ardovini, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Zurich (chair)

V-22  Wazhmah Osman, Temple University (chair)
XI-03  Asaad Alsaleh, Indiana University The Ministry of Culture in Syria: history, production and restriction of official culture
IX-08  Ilker Ayturk, Bilkent University (discussant/chair)
X-14  Robert Mogielnicki, Arab Gulf States Institute in Washington (chair)
III-17  Domenico Ingenito, UCLA Enticing rhythms, intoxicating desires: the lyric dimension of sama’, or the “mystical concert” (organizer/presenter)
VII-12  Hamad Al-Rayes, Stony Brook (organizer/discussant)
V-07  Asma Khalifa, German Institute of Global and Area Studies (presenter)
VII-17  Ervand Abrahamian, City College of New York, CUNY (chair/discussant)
VI-15  Estrella Samba Campos, St. Andrews University (chair)
CUMES  Charlyn Ingwerson, Drury University (discussant)
XV-14  Mehrzad Boroujerdi, Virginia Tech (discussant)
XI-19  Eid Mohamed, Doha Institute for Graduate Studies and the University of Guelph Arab Spring: Modernity, Identity and Change (co-author)
IX-13  Hisham Aidi, Columbia University Jazz and Fascism in Cold War Tangier (presenter)
XV-15  Nefertiti Takla, Manhattan College (chair)
XVI-13  Marwan D. Hanania, University of California, Berkeley (chair)
XI-23  Anis Ben Brik, Hamad Bin Khalifa University (organizer/chair)
XIV-06  Abdel Razzaq Takriti, University of Houston (discussant)
XVI-16  Ece Algan, California State University, Local Productions, Transnational Aspirations: Case of Turkish Television (co-author)

Changes:
Panel #
II-20  Marco Ali Spadaccini, SUNY Binghamton In Pursuit of Ottoman Merchants Abroad: A View from 16th Century Ancona (paper title change)
VIII-15  Fikri Cicek, University of Minnesota (affiliation update)
X-12  Cemal Atabas, Istanbul University (paper moved from XV-13)
I-09  Lana Ravandi-Fadai, Russian State University for the Humanities/Institute of Oriental Studies of the Russian Academy of Science (affiliation update)
XIV-21:  Suha Kudsieh, Independent Scholar (affiliation update)
XI-11  Armaghan Ziaee, University of North Texas (affiliation update)
XII-07  Shima Houshyar, CUNY Graduate Center Sediments of Power: Creating and Contesting Iran’s Natural Resource Frontiers in Twentieth Century Khuzestan (paper title change)
X-10  Nancy El-Gindy, University of Toronto Muslim Brotherhood Neoliberalism: Strategies of Economic Survival (paper title change)
XIV-02  Session Change (Critical Skills for the Fake News Age: Active Pedagogies in Middle East Studies, moving to present on October 14th at 1:30PM)
XI-10  Session Organized/Funded by revisal (Revisiting CASA Curriculum and Teaching Material: Sharing Different Experiences and Perception – organized under the auspices of the American University in Cairo and funded by the American University in Cairo and CASA Center for Arabic Study Abroad Sites)
IX-22  Session Change (Long-Distance Nationalism moving to present on October 15th at 11am)